Fitment Centre
AEOLUS Tyre is amongst the leading tyre suppliers in the World, and is recognized for high
standard of product & customer service. They have build a reputation amongst customers and
ensure that they receive tyres of the highest quality across the nation. AEOLUS Tyre India
realizes that the tyre fitment is an area of hassle to the user and therefore to simplify the process
of fitment offering unique service under which:
The Fitment, Balancing & Alignment service would be free of cost on our nominated fitment
centres. These fitment centres are managed by tyre skilled professionals with Years of
Experience. They have requisite equipment and expertise to offer best in class tyre fitment and
related services.

SERVICES:
AEOLUS Tyres came with unique idea of giving convenience to its consumers and customers by
offering these services for free of cost


Tyre availability convenience at your door step



At very unbeatable prices.

Services

Cost (Rs.)

1 Tyre

Free

2 Tyre

Free

3 Tyre

Free

4 Tyre

Free

Installation

Balancing

Alignment

(*Weight adding to wheel shall be payable additional by the consumer to the fitment centre directly)
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NETWORK COVERAGE:
AEOLUS Tyres Fitment Centres are managed by tyre skilled professionals with Years of
Experience. They have requisite equipment and expertise to offer best in class tyre fitment and
related services.
AEOLUS Tyres has a wide network of 17,000+ Fitment centres all across the nation to provide
better services to its potential customers.

SCOPE OF WORK & LIMITATIONS:


. The Services would be available between 9 am to 6 pm only within the municipal limits of
the city of product delivery.



The Services covered under this are tyre fitment, tyre rotation; wheel balancing, wheel
alignment for all kinds of passenger cars including hatchback, sedans, SUV’s and all kinds
of wheels like normal wheels, alloy wheels etc.



Turnaround Time : AEOLUS Tyres shall endeavor to render Services to the Customer
within 72 hours of booking a request from such Customer. The installation process will
commence post 24 hours of booking such request.



Any accessories like balancing weights would be charged on actuals from Customer
directly.

PROCEDURE:


Buy the tyres from Aeolustyre.in



Either mail/call or receive a call for fitment assistance after purchase



Fix an appointment and nearest fitment centre based on your convenience



Visit the nearest certified fitment centre as decided in the mail/call and avail the
service

Helpline ID/Number
help@aeolustyre.in / 1800-103-9483
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